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In this version the medic being interviewed says about the 2 minute mark:

“..It’s just absolute chaos and carnage here, erm we’ve had a massive influx of 
what looks like serious burns, er seems like it must be some sort of chemical
weapon, I’m not really sure..”

In this version she says – it is at about 2 mins 20 seconds in this edit:

“..It’s just absolute chaos and carnage here, erm we’ve had a massive influx of
what looks like serious burns, er seems like it must be some sort of, I’m not
really sure, maybe napalm, something similar to that..”

The disturbing thing is the footage of the doctor talking is precisely the same each time.  It
is edited so as to give the impression the medic is talking in real time in her natural voice –
there are none of the accepted devices used to indicate a voiceover translation.  But it must
be true that in at least one, and possibly both, the clips she is not talking in real time in her
own voice.  It is very hard to judge as her mouth and lips are fully covered throughout. 
Perhaps neither of the above is what she actually said.

Terrible things are happening all the time in Syria’s civil war, between Assad’s disparate
forces and still more disparate opposition forces, and innocent people are suffering.  There
are dreadful crimes against civilians on all sides.  I have no desire at all to downplay or
mitigate that.  But once you realise the indisputable fact of the fake interview the BBC has
put  out,  some of  the images in  this  video begin to  be less  than convincing on close
inspection too.
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